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Though most personality researchers now recognize that ratings of the Big Five are not orthogonal, the field
has been divided about whether these trait intercorrelations are substantive (i.e., driven by higher order factors)
or artifactual (i.e., driven by correlated measurement error). We used a meta-analytic multitrait–multirater
study to estimate trait correlations after common method variance was controlled. Our results indicated that
common method variance substantially inflates trait correlations, and, once controlled, correlations among the
Big Five became relatively modest. We then evaluated whether two different theories of higher order factors
could account for the pattern of Big Five trait correlations. Our results did not support Rushton and colleagues’
(Rushton & Irwing, 2008; Rushton et al., 2009) proposed general factor of personality, but Digman’s (1997)
� and � metatraits (relabeled by DeYoung, Peterson, and Higgins (2002) as Stability and Plasticity,
respectively) produced viable fit. However, our models showed considerable overlap between Stability and
Emotional Stability and between Plasticity and Extraversion, raising the question of whether these metatraits
are redundant with their dominant Big Five traits. This pattern of findings was robust when we included only
studies whose observers were intimately acquainted with targets. Our results underscore the importance of
using a multirater approach to studying personality and the need to separate the causes and outcomes of higher
order metatraits from those of the Big Five. We discussed the implications of these findings for the array of
research fields in which personality is studied.
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Discovering all the ways people differ from each other has led
personality psychologists to pursue identifying the most funda-
mental and core sources of individual differences. One prominent
milestone in this history has been the relatively simultaneous
emergence of the Big Five model (derived from the lexical ap-
proach; Allport & Odbert, 1936; Goldberg, 1993) and the five-
factor model (derived from the questionnaire approach; Costa &
McCrae, 1992; Digman, 1990). Four of the five factors identified
in these models overlap strongly: Conscientiousness depicts the
tendency to control behavior in pursuit of goals, Emotional Sta-
bility reflects vulnerability to emotional turmoil, Agreeableness
captures tendencies to maintain social relations by minimizing
conflict, and Extraversion reflects the sensitivity to reward and

energy of goal pursuit. Though the models differ in their interpre-
tation of the fifth factor (labeled Openness in the five-factor
model and Intellect in the Big Five model), contemporary
research (DeYoung, Quilty, & Peterson, 2007; DeYoung,
Shamosh, Green, Braver, & Gray, 2009) suggests that Openness
and Intellect represent separable mesofacet traits stemming from a
core tendency toward exploring and understanding the surrounding
world.1 On the whole, the wide base of research that has supported
development of these models suggests that people differ on five
general dimensions. These dimensions govern the way individuals
manage responsibilities (Conscientiousness), negative emotions
(Emotional Stability), and relations with others (Agreeableness)
and how they seek out affiliation (Extraversion) and experiential/
influential stimulation (Openness).

The Big Five/five-factor model has not only provided a mean-
ingful framework for understanding the fundamental dimensions
on which people differ, but it has also allowed for a common
language for describing research findings across a wide array of
domains. Specifically, the Big Five aligns the panoply of person-
ality traits that psychologists have measured with five focal fac-

1 Although we use the label of Openness to Experience throughout this
article to describe the fifth factor, this is not intended to exclude its Intellect
component.
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tors. This taxonomy bridges the multitude of research realms in
which personality is studied. Knowing that, for instance, a com-
mon core factor of Extraversion underlies sociability, assertive-
ness, energy, and positive emotions has had important implications
for how these traits are studied: these more specific traits are likely to
have at least some common genetic, biological, and developmental
causes, and they are also likely to predict a common set of criteria.
Therefore, how the underlying factor structure of personality traits is
configured directs ways that traits are aligned within a nomological
net and streamlines personality research more broadly.

The organization of personality has been commonly conceptu-
alized as a hierarchical structure (Eysenck, 1947; Hampson, John,
& Goldberg, 1986; Markon, 2009) in which the Big Five are
composed of narrower facet traits, which in turn comprise specific
cognitive, behavioral, and emotional responses. Different facets
within a factor represent more specific characteristics, but their
covariation indicates shared variance associated with a meaningful
and more general underlying personality characteristic. The Big
Five traits were originally extracted and conceptualized as orthog-
onal constructs with little to no shared variance across the five
factors. Thus, historically, the Big Five have represented the high-
est level in personality’s hierarchy (Costa & McCrae, 1992; Gold-
berg, 1993). However, ensuing research has found moderate to
strong correlations between these supposedly orthogonal con-
structs in both meta-analyses (Mount, Barrick, Scullen, & Rounds,
2005; Ones, 1993) and in studies using multiple personality in-
ventories (Barbaranelli & Caprara, 2000; Benet-Martı́nez & John,
1998; Hong, Paunonen, & Slade, 2008). Thus, a large body of
research has now shown that substantial correlations exist between
these traits’ measures.

Researchers have proposed a number of explanations for the
correlations found between Big Five traits, which can be catego-
rized into two general perspectives. One line of theories argues that
the five factors are correlated constructs caused by higher order
factors (metatraits) that represent an even higher level of the per-
sonality sphere than has been studied previously. Other researchers
have proposed that the five constructs are essentially orthogonal, but
the correlations shown in ratings of the five traits are artifactually
caused by correlated measurement errors (e.g., response biases). We
elaborate on these two sets of interpretations in turn.

Interpretation 1: The Big Five Traits’ Covariation Is
Caused by Superordinate Trait Constructs

Some researchers have posited that the correlations between the
Big Five reflect the presence of more fundamental “metatrait(s)”
occupying higher level of the personality hierarchy. Presently, two
different higher order factor models have been proposed, which we
refer to as the Stability/Plasticity model and the general factor of
personality model.

The Stability/Plasticity Model

Upon finding that Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and
Agreeableness tend to factor together and that Extraversion and
Openness tend to factor together, Digman (1997) proposed that
two higher order metatrait factors underlie the Big Five. Digman
identified the former of these factors as � and the latter as �, but
DeYoung et al. (2002) subsequently relabeled these metatraits as

Stability and Plasticity. With linkages even to Freudian notions of
ego control (Freud, 1930) and behaviorist notions of socialization
(Skinner, 1971; Watson, 1929), Stability (Digman’s �) represents
an individual’s core and underlying ability to socially adapt
through avoiding impulsive disruptions that threaten achieving
work or personal goals (Conscientiousness), establishing harmo-
nious social relationships (Agreeableness), and coping effectively
with stress and negative emotions (Emotional Stability; DeYoung,
2010; Digman, 1997). Drawing from humanistic emphases on
personal growth (Maslow, 1950; Rogers, 1961), Plasticity (Dig-
man’s �) represents a core generative capacity for novel explora-
tion in social (Extraversion) and intellectual/experiential (Open-
ness) domains. Although these tendencies become differentiated in
more specific manifestations at the Big Five level, Stability and
Plasticity capture fundamental personality tendencies toward sus-
taining goal directedness (Stability) and developing new goal
directions (Plasticity; DeYoung, 2010).

Beyond having links to classic psychoanalytic, humanistic, and
behavioristic personality theories, the two metatraits have enriched
the theoretical understanding of the Big Five model by aligning it
with other contemporary personality trait theories (Digman, 1997;
Markon, Krueger, & Watson, 2005). Stability’s emphasis on im-
pulse control and anxiety avoidance has strong conceptual links to
Tellegen and Waller’s (2008) Constraint superfactor, Eysenck’s
(1970) Psychoticism (with the addition of Neuroticism), Block and
Block’s (1980) Ego Control, and Gray’s (1991) behavioral inhi-
bition system. On the other hand, the prominence of reward
sensitivity in Plasticity ties it to Tellegen and Waller’s Positive
Emotionality, Eysenck’s depiction of Extraversion, some aspects
of Block and Block’s Ego Resiliency, and Gray’s behavioral
activation system. Building from these theoretical linkages, re-
searchers have developed theories about the neurobiological basis
of Stability and Plasticity that may manifest through many nar-
rower personality traits. DeYoung et al. (2002) argued that the
underpinnings of Stability and Plasticity reflect individual differ-
ences in the functioning of the serotonergic and central dopami-
nergic systems, respectively. Individuals high in Stability may be
especially sensitive to serotonin, which regulates emotional, mo-
tivational, and circadian processes, whereas individuals high in
Plasticity may be especially sensitive to dopamine, which mediates
approach behavior, positive affect, and reward sensitivity. Accord-
ingly, the initial discovery of these two metatraits has excited many
personality psychologists because they seem to bridge the five factors
with other theoretical models and enrich understanding of cybernetic
processes involving the Big Five traits (DeYoung, 2010).

Enthusiasm about Stability and Plasticity has emerged across
multiple fields of psychology beyond the core domain of person-
ality. In clinical psychology, Markon et al. (2005) argued that
normal personality and abnormal personality could be best inte-
grated in a framework where Stability and Plasticity represent the
highest level of the integrative personality structure. Behavioral
genetics research has begun to decompose genetic and environ-
mental sources of phenotypic variance in Stability and Plasticity
(McCrae et al., 2008; Riemann & Kandler, 2010). In industrial and
organizational psychology, Ones and colleagues (Ones, 1993;
Ones & Viswesvaran, 2001; Ones, Viswesvaran, & Dilchert, 2005)
have argued that a class of measures referred to as Criterion-
Focused Occupational Personality Scales (COPS, which tend to
correlate with Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and Agree-
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ableness) are direct indicators of Stability. COPS have been found
to predict important workplace behavioral criteria like job perfor-
mance markedly better than Big Five personality measures, and Ones
and Viswesvaran (2001) have argued that Stability may be more
relevant than Big Five traits for predicting at least some broader,
multifaceted behaviors. In a similar vein, Hirsh, DeYoung, and
Peterson (2009) found that Stability and Plasticity predicted a
broader range of restraint and engagement behaviors than did the
Big Five. Thus, the emergence of stability and plasticity has begun
to reshape the way researchers across many fields think about
personality traits—and about which traits may be most fundamen-
tal, relevant, and influential.

The General Factor of Personality Model

More recently, some researchers (Musek, 2007; Rushton &
Irwing, 2008) proposed that a single general factor of personality
(GFP) lies even beyond Stability and Plasticity at the apex of
traits’ structure. Individuals high in this GFP are agreeable, extra-
verted, emotionally stable, conscientious, and intellectually open
(Rushton et al., 2009)—core characteristics that make these indi-
viduals likely to lead successful and satisfying lives. Rushton and
colleagues build an evolutionary theoretical basis for this general
factor from Differential K theory (Rushton & Irwing, 2008;
Rushton et al., 2009). Differential K theory emphasizes that ani-
mals (including humans) use different adaptive strategies. People
with high levels of GFP have genetically inherited greater fitful-
ness to survive natural selection, whereas people with the low
levels of GFP have more offspring to enhance their genetic sur-
vival (though these offspring receive less investment). Rushton’s
conceptualization of a GFP represents a radical departure from a
field that has typically emphasized traits’ multidimensionality. In
contrast, the general factor discriminates “good” and “bad” per-
sonality traits, linking good traits to capable, successful, valuable
individuals while aligning “bad” to unfitted, ineffective groups of
people.

Research examining the GFP has yielded mixed findings. Since
Musek (2007), several meta-analyses (Rushton et al., 2009; van
der Linden, Nijenhuis, & Bakker, 2010) and primary studies using
multiple raters (Rushton et al., 2009) or multiple inventories
(Zawadzki & Strelau, 2010) have found this general factor across
the Big Five factors. The GFP has predicted personality outcomes
like likability, popularity, affect, and performance more strongly
than Big Five ratings (Erdle & Rushton, 2010; van der Linden,
Nijenhuis, & Bakker, 2010; van der Linden, Scholte, Cillessen,
Nijenhuis, & Segers, 2010). Adding further support, GFP satura-
tion in Big Five ratings was relatively unaffected when variance
associated with social desirability scales and self-esteem was par-
tialled out (Erdle & Rushton, 2011; Rushton & Erdle, 2010).
However, a number of personality psychologists have levied cri-
tiques of this research on the GFP, noting it is a weak, indetermi-
nant factor whose importance can be substantially overestimated
when items/scales are reverse-scored (Revelle, Witt, & Condon,
2010). In addition, de Vries (2011) failed to replicate van der
Linden, Scholte, et al. (2010) analyses but instead found support
for five modestly correlated factors. Finally, authors have also
argued that the GFP will dissipate once items are framed with
neutral social desirability (Bäckström, Bjorklund, & Larsson;

2009) or allowed to have secondary factor loadings (Ashton, Lee,
Goldberg, & de Vries, 2009).

Despite increasing criticism of the GFP model within personal-
ity domain, interest in researching and applying the GFP has
spread across other fields of psychology. Researchers have exam-
ined the genetic bases of the GFP in twin studies (Figueredo &
Rushton, 2009; Loehlin & Martin, 2011; Rushton et al., 2009). In
industrial/organizational psychology, the GFP was linked to job
performance (van der Linden, Nijenhuis, et al., 2010) and drop out
from military training (van der Linden, Nijenhuis, Cremers, & van
de Ven, 2011). In clinical psychology, Rushton and Irwing (2009)
found that the GFP was associated with personality and other
psychological disorders. More generally, researchers have begun
to build a nomological net for the GFP by evaluating its relation-
ship with variables like childhood temperament (Zawadzki &
Strelau, 2010), general intelligence (Schermer & Vernon, 2010),
emotional intelligence (McIntyre, 2010), affect, and self-esteem
(Erdle & Rushton, 2010). Thus, despite some criticism, research
on the GFP appears to be spreading across fields of psychology
that incorporate personality.

Interpretation 2: The Covariation Among the Big Five
Factors Is Artifactual

In stark contrast to these substantive hypotheses about covari-
ance among the five factors, many researchers have argued that the
covariation between Big Five traits is not substantive but artifac-
tual (e.g., Biesanz & West, 2004; Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae
& Costa, 1995, 1999). Namely, there may be a common method
bias factor shared across the trait ratings that falsely creates the
appearance of a higher order factor. For example, unidimensional
response tendencies like acquiescence or social desirability could
create the appearance of a general factor of personality even
among orthogonal Big Five constructs. In addition, many research-
ers have emphasized that the method factors underlying personal-
ity responses could be multidimensional. For example, individuals
have separable tendencies to respond to positively worded items
and negatively worded items (positive vs. negative valence; Al-
magor, Tellegen, & Waller, 1995) and different forms of socially
desirable responding (e.g., impression management vs. self-
deceptive enhancement; Paulhus, 1984; Paulhus & John, 1998).
Beyond even simple response tendencies, raters’ implicit person-
ality theories may mean that raters contaminate one trait’s ratings
with another trait’s cues (Borkenau, 1992; Schneider, 1973).

Fundamentally, researchers endorsing the artifactual perspective
have argued that the covariation of traits’ ratings substantially
overestimates the covariation of trait manifestations in behaviors,
thoughts, and feelings. If the covariance of Big Five ratings is
purely artifactual, identifying genetic, environment, and biological
causes of Stability and Plasticity or the GFP would have little
meaning beyond understanding response tendencies. Similarly,
studying the affective, cognitive, and behavioral outcomes of these
supposed higher order factors would likely obscure the effects of
the true trait drivers of those effects at the Big Five level. In
real-world applications of personality measures like clinical diag-
nosis or the selection of job applicants, inappropriately focusing on
these “artifactual” higher order factors could wrongly reward bi-
ased respondents with a job offer or punish candid respondents
with a harsher diagnosis than might otherwise be realized by
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differentiating among the Big Five. Thus, separating method and
substance of higher order factors has critical implications for how
personality is studied and how its measures are applied.

Disentangling Correlated Constructs From Correlated
Errors: A Multirater Approach

Although multiple perspectives exist to explain the pattern of
correlations typically found between Big Five trait ratings, these
perspectives can be couched generally within this framework of
correlated errors versus higher order factors. The crux of evaluat-
ing the relative merit of the two rival interpretations necessitates a
multirater approach. Such an approach is based on the premise that
measurement errors should not be correlated across rating sources.
If trait ratings remain correlated even across different raters, these
correlations can only reflect correlated constructs because mea-
surement artifacts should be independent across raters. This is
precisely the logic underlying the multitrait–multimethod
(MTMM) approach to assessing convergent and discriminant va-
lidity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). Moreover, pairing a MTMM
design with confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) allows researchers
to examine whether trait ratings’ correlations are due to common
method bias or true construct level correlations.

Despite the rapid proliferation of theorizing and researching
higher order metatraits, the handful of MTMM studies have
reached frustratingly discrepant conclusions. Some studies have
found that cross-rater trait factors are correlated (e.g., Barbaranelli,
Fida, Paciello, Di Giunta, & Caprara, 2008; Borkenau & Osten-
dorf, 1990; Riemann & Kandler, 2010), and some have found that
they are orthogonal (Biesanz & West, 2004). Some studies have
found Stability and Plasticity factors to emerge even after common
method effects have been controlled (Anusic, Schimmack, Pinkus,
& Lockwood, 2009; DeYoung, 2006; Rushton et al., 2009), and
some have noted that Stability and Plasticity also represent implicit
personality theories localized within raters (Biesanz & West, 2004;
McCrae et al., 2008). One study has found a general factor of
personality that emerges across raters (Rushton et al., 2009),
whereas others have found essentially orthogonal Stability and
Plasticity factors (DeYoung, 2006) and general factors that are not
correlated across raters (Anusic et al., 2009).

These MTMM studies represent some of the most methodolog-
ically rigorous designs that the field of psychology has to offer,
soliciting at times not only multiple raters but also multiple occa-
sions (e.g., Biesanz & West, 2004) and twin samples to examine
genetic and environmental bases of higher order factors (McCrae
et al., 2008; Rushton et al., 2009). Yet the discrepant conclusions
across the results of these studies are as frustrating as contentious.
Researchers have generally attributed discrepancies in conclusions
to methodological differences. For example, DeYoung (2006) ar-
gued that the choice of instruments or the choice of raters in
Biesanz and West’s study (2004) produced low interrater reliabili-
ties and, resultantly, low trait intercorrelations (though the inter-
rater reliabilities in Biesanz and West fall within credibility inter-
vals of meta-analytic estimates in Connelly & Ones, 2010, 2010,
for, friends). A simpler source for these discrepant findings may
simply be statistical artifacts such as sampling error. Even though
the previous studies have laudably collected data from a large total
number of raters, the number of targets is smaller, making studies
more susceptible to sampling error. Given that MTMM–CFA

models are demanding in terms of the number of parameters to be
estimated, sampling error may snowball across the MTMM cor-
relation matrices used in these studies. Thus, precision in the
estimates of MTMM correlations is necessary for drawing firm
conclusions about the presence of higher order factors.

One path toward such precision is through meta-analysis. That
is, by pooling data across samples, meta-analyses minimize the
effect of sampling error on MTMM correlations compared with
findings in primary data (Hedges & Olkin, 1985; Hunter &
Schmidt, 2004). Beyond the effects of sampling error alone, cor-
relations may differ across studies simply because of differences in
statistical artifacts like measurement error or range restriction.
Some forms of meta-analysis (e.g., Hunter & Schmidt, 2004)
correct meta-analytic estimates of correlations’ means and vari-
ances for the attenuating effects of statistical artifacts like mea-
surement error. Last, once variability in correlations across studies
due to sampling error and statistical artifacts has been accounted for,
meta-analysis provides a systematic method for investigating whether
correlation differences are associated with any study-level modera-
tors. Thus, meta-analysis offers an especially valuable approach to
inform the literature on higher order factors of the Big Five by
overcoming and accounting for discrepancies caused by sampling
error, statistical artifacts, and differences in study methodologies.

In the present study, we used a meta-analytic MTMM intercor-
relation matrix as input in CFA to estimate the effects of correlated
traits, common method biases, and higher order trait factors. Many
researchers have combined meta-analysis with structural equation
modeling (SEM) or CFA (e.g., Behrens, 1997; Colquitt, LePine, &
Noe, 2000; Fried, Shirom, Gilboa, & Copper, 2008; Hom,
Caranikas-Walker, Prussia, & Griffeth, 1992; Klein, Wesson, Hol-
lenbeck, Wright, & DeShon, 2001), even in estimating MTMM
models (e.g., Bowler & Woehr, 2006). Viswesvaran and Ones
(1995) provided a general guideline for conducting meta-analytic
SEM/CFA analyses. Although there have been a number of
MTMM primary studies in personality, with some directly exam-
ining higher order factors of the Big Five, the current study is the
first to use meta-analysis with MTMM data to investigate higher
order factors of the Big Five. Finally, we also examined whether
the pattern of findings we observed is robust when including only
studies using raters closely acquainted with targets (family,
friends, and roommates).

Method

Meta-Analytic Design and Database

The primary goal of our meta-analysis was to obtain a 5 (trait:
the Big Five) � 3 (method: self-ratings, Informant 1 ratings, and
Informant 2 ratings) meta-analytic correlation matrix. Large-scale
meta-analytic correlations have already been estimated for some
correlations in this matrix; when possible, we used intercorrela-
tions from these sources. Meta-analytic SEM/CFA studies have
often culled correlations from existing meta-analyses to increase
the precision of their estimates, particularly when studies come
from a wide and varying set of literatures (e.g., Fried et al., 2008;
Heller, Watson, & Hies, 2004; Zimmerman & Darnold, 2009).
Specifically, we drew monotrait–heteromethod (MTHM) correla-
tions from Connelly and Ones’s (2010) meta-analyses of interrater
reliabilities (Informant 1 trait ratings correlated with Informant 2
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ratings of the same trait) and self-informant correlations (self-
ratings correlated with Informant 1 and Informant 2 ratings of the
same trait). In addition, we used self heterotrait–monomethod
(HTMM) correlations from Mount et al.’s (2005) meta-analysis.
The remaining correlations for this MTMM matrix were meta-
analyzed in the present study. Specifically, these were: informant
heterotrait–monomethod (HTMM) correlations, self-informant
heterotrait–heteromethod (HTHM) correlations, and informant–
informant heterotrait–heteromethod (HTHM) correlations.

We adopted three strategies for collecting articles that could
contribute data. First, we reviewed a database of 596 articles,
dissertations, and unpublished manuscripts compiled by Connelly
and Ones (2010) for their meta-analysis on informant-report ac-
curacy and predictive validity. Second, we used PsycINFO to locate
articles published since Connelly and Ones’s database was compiled
by searching with the string “personality/trait/temperament and peer/
informant/spouse/friend/roommate/stranger/discriminant validity/
intercorrelations/zero-acquaintance/thin slices of behavior/multirater/
multirater/multimethod/multimethod.” Third, we contacted
researchers who often conduct personality research using informant
ratings to request unpublished data. In total, 967 articles and unpub-
lished sources were reviewed for potential inclusion in our database.

Studies had to meet several criteria to be included in this
database. First, the study must have reported the sample size along
with one of the following: (a) correlations between self-ratings and
informant ratings of personality traits (e.g., self-ratings of Agree-
ableness correlated with friend ratings of Extraversion); (b) trait
rating correlations within non-self-raters (e.g., correlations be-
tween the same friend’s ratings of Agreeableness and Extraver-
sion); (c) correlations between personality traits across different
non-self-raters (e.g., one friend’s rating of Agreeableness corre-
lated with a different friend’s rating of Extraversion).2 Second, to
enhance homogeneity in the traits being rated, we included only
samples using measures developed within the theoretical frame-
work of the Big Five/five-factor model.3 Third, to avoid samples in
which personality was more susceptible to development or change,
studies had to sample “normal” targets who were adolescents or
older (e.g., studies whose targets were afflicted with trauma were
excluded). Fourth, we excluded studies that measured informant
ratings using peer nomination procedures in which a group of
participants individually nominated the person most characteristic
of an item, with an individual’s score reflecting the number of
nominations received. Peer nomination procedures are problematic
because they present a trade-off between interrater reliability and
range restriction: if interrater reliability is strong, discriminating
information is available only for those scoring at the extreme end
of the trait. In total, we located 44 studies comprising 45 indepen-
dent samples that satisfied our inclusion criteria to be meta-
analyzed in the current study.

Coding of Articles

For each correlation presented, we recorded the correlation’s
magnitude, the sample size, a description of the sample of targets
and raters, and descriptions of the personality measures being
correlated. We also coded information to study whether our find-
ings would be robust when separated by the type of informant
providing the ratings. We identified whether the rater was inti-
mately acquainted with the target. The types of informant raters

used in the study were initially classified using the taxonomy
presented in Connelly and Ones (2010), with family members,
friends, and roommates being identified as high-intimacy raters.

Each article was coded by one of two doctoral students trained
in coding and conducting meta-analysis. Coder agreement was
examined by having 10% of the sources reviewed by both doctoral
student coders. Agreement between the coders about whether
studies met the inclusion criteria was 100%, and coders had coding
discrepancies on only four articles (94% agreement). These dis-
crepancies were resolved after review and discussion with the
second author, a junior professor with experience conducting
meta-analyses in personality.

Meta-Analytic Procedure

Three sets of intercorrelations were meta-analyzed to supple-
ment existing meta-analyzed estimates in building the MTMM
matrix: self-informant heterotrait–heteromethod (HTHM) correla-
tions, informant heterotrait–monomethod (HTMM) correlations,
and informant-informant heterotrait–heteromethod (HTHM) cor-
relations. Among the studies contributing data, many studies av-
eraged trait ratings from multiple informants (e.g., a correlation
between self-ratings of Extraversion and the average of three
friends-ratings of Agreeableness). This is problematic in that using
more raters predictably renders higher reliability (and conse-
quently, higher correlations) than a single rater. To address this
issue, correlations in the database derived from multiple infor-
mants were individually disattenuated for the interrater reliability
of k raters and then reattenuated for the reliability of one rater
following procedures described in Connelly and Ones (2010).4

2 As an anonymous reviewer suggested, we also meta-analyzed only
studies providing a full MTMM correlation matrix. Adding this inclusion
criterion did not materially change estimates of trait factor correlations or
higher order factors’ ability to capture this pattern of correlations.

3 Initially, we collected, coded, and analyzed our data including samples
using non–Big Five/FFM measures of “normal” (i.e., nonpsychopathologi-
cal) personality traits that were coded according to the five-factor model
and examined theoretical origin of the measure as a meta-analytic moder-
ator. Including this broader set of samples produced an identical pattern of
results to those presented here and is available from the authors. To save
space, we present only the analyses using the five-factor inventories.

4 This procedure potentially overestimates the magnitude of informant
heterotrait–monomethod (HTMM) correlations. Although averaging across
multiple informants would increase HTMM correlations due to increased
reliability (which is accounted for by the disattenuation/reattenuation pro-
cedure), averaging across multiple informants also reduces the correlated
errors between traits arising from common method bias. Reducing the
correlated errors reduces HTMM correlations when a composite average of
informants ratings is used instead a single informant (David A. Kenny,
personal communication, May 4, 2010).
To examine this potential issue, we separately meta-analyzed HTMM
correlations that came from single informants (N � 5,112) and from
multi-informant composites that had been adjusted using the disattenua-
tion/reattenuation procedure (N � 2,599). Meta-analytic mean point esti-
mates from single-informant studies were virtually identical to those of
multi-informant composites (differing by less than .04 correlation points
with no systematic pattern) with each showing no reduction in variability
around mean correlations. Thus, we conducted HTMM analyses pooling
together samples that used single informants and samples that used mul-
tiple informants.
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In our MTMM matrix, we were interested in representing the
overlap in raters’ latent trait perceptions rather than the overlap in
raters’ observed trait ratings. We estimated these correlations using
the Hunter and Schmidt (2004) meta-analytic procedure and cor-
recting for unreliability. We made these corrections with artifact
distributions from Viswesvaran and Ones (2000) for self-ratings
and from Connelly (2008) for informant ratings. These corrected
correlations reflect the overlap in raters’ latent perceptions of traits
(rather than the overlap of observed measures). Because studies
typically used samples that were not directly restricted in range, no
corrections were made for range restriction.

Meta-Analytic Output

In the meta-analysis output, total sample size (N) and number of
independent samples (K) indicate the amount of data contributing
to each meta-analytic correlation. The sample-sized weighted aver-
age of observed correlations (�robs) and its standard deviation (SDrobs)
depict the distribution of correlations observed from individual stud-
ies. Meta-analytically corrected mean correlations (�) and accom-
panying standard deviations (SD�) describe the distribution of
latent trait correlations that have been corrected for unreliability.
The residual standard deviation in correlations (SDres) corresponds
to the remaining variance in correlations after subtracting variance
due to statistical artifacts (sampling error and unreliability) from
total variance.

Results

In the following sections, we first present meta-analytic results
of intercorrelations between Big Five traits within and across
information sources. These results synthesize the discriminant
validity of personality ratings for self-ratings and informant rat-
ings. Next, we use CFA to examine trait factor correlations,
method effects, and models of higher order factors beyond Big
Five. Last, we investigate whether the same pattern of trait corre-
lations, method effects, and higher order factors emerges when
correlations are meta-analyzed for high-intimacy rater subgroup.

Meta-Analytic Results

The first goal of this study was to compare the covariation of
Big Five traits within versus across rating sources. In doing so, we
examined the convergent and discriminant validity of ratings
across sources. Table 1 presents meta-analytic results of these
HTMM correlations for informants. The corrected HTMM corre-
lations in Table 1 range from � � .04 to � � .27, with an average
across these meta-analytic estimates of �� � .16. There are mod-
erate intercorrelations between Emotional Stability, Conscien-
tiousness, and Agreeableness (� � .27, .16, and .24, respectively).
Extraversion generally correlates weakly with other traits except
for Openness to Experience (� � .22).

For convergent validity and discriminant validity to be strong,
MTHM correlations should be strong and larger than HTMM
correlations. Hence, HTMM correlations in Table 1 can be com-
pared with corrected interrater reliability and self-informant con-
sensus (MTHM correlations) from Connelly and Ones (2010).
Whereas the HTMM correlations in Table 1 ranged from � � .04
to � � .27, the MTHM correlations reported in Connelly and Ones

ranged from � � .32 to � � .49. These findings bolster long-
standing notions about convergent and discriminant validity of
personality ratings.

The nonzero trait intercorrelations in Table 1 may stem from
two potential causes: (a) common method bias in informants’
ratings or (b) true correlations among Big Five traits. The two
explanations can be distinguished by examining HTHM correla-
tions. If HTHM correlations are of comparable magnitude to
HTMM correlations, correlations in Table 1 represent true corre-
lations among latent traits. On the contrary, if HTHM correlations
are substantially lower than HTMM correlations, the results in
Table 1 are more likely to reflect common method bias than true
correlations between traits. Table 2 presents the meta-analytic
results for HTHM correlations between self-ratings and informant
ratings, and Table 3 shows the meta-analytic results for HTHM
correlations across two different informants. Table 2 shows cor-
rected self-informant HTHM correlations ranging from � � �.06
to � � .10, with an average across these meta-analytic estimates of
�� � .03. Similarly the informant–informant HTHM correlations in
Table 3 range from � � �.00 to � � .10, with an average across
the meta-analytic corrected correlations of �� � .04. The HTHM
correlations from Tables 2 and 3 are uniformly substantially lower
than their counterpart HTMM correlations in Table 1. The pattern
of correlations observed in Table 1 fails to hold for HTHM
correlations. These findings suggest that common method bias
largely accounts for the trait correlations within informant ratings.
True correlations between traits appear to be weaker, though these
correlations are attenuated by the imperfect convergent validities
across raters.

Finally, it is also important to examine how much variability
was present around meta-analytic mean correlations. The SDres

values in Tables 1–3 indicate variability in correlations after ac-
counting for variability expected from sampling error and variabil-
ity in reliabilities, whereas the SD� values estimate the variability
in true correlations across studies. Note that the HTMM correla-
tions in Table 1 generally show moderate variability around meta-
analytic means (e.g., SD� values range from SD� � .11 to SD� �
.18), indicating some potential room for study-level moderators to
operate. However, correlations for the HTHM correlations in Ta-
ble 2 and Table 3 are clustered much more tightly around their
meta-analytic estimates (most SD� � .10), leaving little room for
study-level moderators to operate. In CFA terms, this implies that
though some studies may find stronger or weaker common method
effects, most do not differ substantially in estimating cross-
informant trait intercorrelations.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) Results

Data input and model estimation. To fit CFA models, we
created a meta-analytic MTMM matrix by assembling corrected
correlations from three sources: (a) trait intercorrelations from
meta-analysis results presented in the preceding section (shown in
Tables 1–3), (b) trait intercorrelations of self-ratings from Mount
et al. (2005), and (c) interrater reliability and self-informant con-
sensus from Connelly and Ones (2010). The MTMM correlation
matrix was then submitted to CFA models with AMOS 18.0.
Following procedures outlined in Viswesvaran and Ones (1995),
we calculated the harmonic mean across the total sample sizes (N)
of each meta-analytic correlation in the MTMM matrix. This
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harmonic mean (Nharm � 4,841) was used as the sample size of the
matrix and represents a more conservative estimate of sample size
than the total N across all samples.

We created this matrix with two informants in order to make use
of the cross-informant HTHM correlations presented in Table 3.
We assumed HTMM correlations and self-informant HTHM cor-
relations to be equal for Informants 1 and 2 when we created this
meta-analytic correlation matrix and thus duplicated correlations
as necessary to complete the full matrix. This logic is essentially
equivalent to that of studies in which raters are randomly assigned
as “Peer 1” and “Peer 2.” This has two important consequences for
estimating CFA models from this matrix. First, some correlations
in the matrix were not uniquely estimated (i.e., were the same for
Informants 1 and 2). Thus, whereas AMOS calculates degrees of

freedom based on the number of “known” values in the input
matrix (120 values) minus the number of parameters being esti-
mated (Olsen & Kenny, 2006), our matrix has fewer uniquely
known values (only 70 values). Thus, we hand-calculated degrees
of freedom and fit statistics by subtracting this difference from the
degrees of freedom. These adjusted degrees of freedom appear
throughout with the subscript “adj.” Second, because the distinc-
tion between Informants 1 and 2 was arbitrary and their correla-
tions overlapped, we constrained parameter estimates for Infor-
mants 1 and 2 to be equal.

Two fit indices were employed for CFA model estimation that
are less affected by sample size and thus are more appropriate
when the input matrix is derived meta-analytically: the Tucker–
Lewis index (TLI) and the �2/df ratio. TLI, also known as NNFI

Table 1
Meta-Analysis Results for Informant’s Heterotrait–Monomethod Correlations

Variable N K r�obs SDrobs SDres � SD�

Info 1 ES � Info 1 Ex 6,857 25 .11 .02 .12 .13 .15
Info 1 ES � Info 1 OE 6,605 24 .07 .02 .11 .09 .13
Info 1 ES � Info 1 A 6,950 26 .22 .03 .15 .27 .18
Info 1 ES � Info 1 C 7,117 26 .13 .02 .12 .16 .14
Info 1 Ex � Info 1 OE 6,605 24 .18 .02 .11 .22 .13
Info 1 Ex � Info 1 A 7,070 26 .10 .02 .12 .12 .14
Info 1 Ex � Info 1 C 6,857 25 .03 .02 .11 .04 .13
Info 1 OE � Info 1 A 6,349 23 .16 .02 .14 .19 .17
Info 1 OE � Info 1 C 6,805 25 .12 .02 .14 .14 .17
Info 1 A � Info 1 C 6,882 25 .20 .01 .10 .24 .11

Note. N � total sample size; K � no. of independent samples; Info � informant raters; ES � Emotional Stability; Ex � Extraversion; OE � Openness
to Experience; A � Agreeableness; C � Conscientiousness; r�obs � sample size weighted mean observed correlations; SDrobs � standard deviation of sample
size weighted mean observed correlations; SDres � residual standard deviations in correlations; � � corrected score correlations; SD� � standard deviation
of corrected score correlation.

Table 2
Meta-Analysis Results for Trait Intercorrelations Between Self-Ratings and Informant Ratings

Variable N K r�obs SDrobs SDres � SD�

Self ES � Info Ex 10,753 48 .06 .10 .07 .08 .09
Self ES � Info OE 9,206 40 .03 .07 .03 .04 .03
Self ES � Info A 10,513 48 .07 .12 .10 .09 .13
Self ES � Info C 9,140 41 .06 .08 .05 .08 .07
Self Ex � Info ES 10,261 45 .02 .11 .09 .03 .12
Self Ex � Info OE 9,026 40 .04 .09 .07 .05 .09
Self Ex � Info A 10,346 47 .00 .11 .08 .00 .11
Self Ex � Info C 9,826 44 �.02 .10 .07 �.02 .09
Self OE � Info ES 9,372 41 �.03 .12 .10 �.03 .12
Self OE � Info Ex 9,860 44 .07 .08 .03 .10 .04
Self OE � Info A 9,858 44 �.02 .07 .03 �.02 .04
Self OE � Info C 9,646 43 �.03 .07 .03 �.04 .04
Self A � Info ES 9,781 44 .07 .11 .09 .09 .11
Self A � Info Ex 9,409 43 .04 .07 .02 .05 .03
Self A � Info OE 8,953 39 .03 .07 .01 .04 .02
Self A � Info C 9,534 42 .04 .10 .07 .06 .09
Self C � Info ES 9,531 42 .02 .09 .06 .03 .08
Self C � Info Ex 9,862 44 .02 .08 .05 .02 .06
Self C � Info OE 8,953 39 �.04 .10 .07 �.06 .09
Self C � Info A 9,105 41 .01 .09 .07 .01 .09

Note. N � total sample size; K � number of independent samples; Self � self-raters; Info � informant raters; ES � Emotional Stability; Ex �
Extraversion; OE � Openness to Experience; A � Agreeableness; C � Conscientiousness; r�obs � sample size weighted mean observed correlations; SDrobs �
standard deviation of sample size weighted mean observed correlations; SDres � residual standard deviations in correlations; � � corrected score
correlations; SD� � standard deviation of corrected score correlation.
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(nonnormed fit index), is an improvement over the normed-fit
index (NFI). While NFI is sensitive to sample size, TLI is rela-
tively independent of it. �2 is a chi-square statistic comparing the
tested model and the independence model with the saturated
model. Most researchers interpret TLI values exceeding .95 and
�2/df ratios below 5.0 as indicating good fit (Schermelleh-Engel,
Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003). However, more important than
models reaching a particular cutoff of �2/df and TLI fit statistics is
comparing the relative fit of nested models to draw conclusions
(Kline, 2005).

We grouped our CFA models in three sets: classic MTMM
models, models specifying higher order factors beyond the Big
Five, and multiple-method models that specify multiple method
factors within each rater. We compared the fit and parameters of
these CFA models to address three questions. First, are there
substantial trait and method factors in personality ratings? Second,
does a general factor or Stability and Plasticity factors account for
the covariance between Big Five traits? Third, does the effect of
Big Five traits, higher order traits, or method factors change when
method factors are partitioned into within-rater � and � artifact
factors? The fit of these sets of models is presented in Table 4, and
we discuss findings related to these three questions in turn.

MTMM models. To understand basic factors affecting per-
sonality ratings, we fit a series of classic MTMM CFA models (see
Figure 1A). The orthogonal-traits-no-method (OTNM) model rep-
resents the classic perspective that Big Five are orthogonal factors
at the highest level of personality structure but yielded a poor fit
(TLI � .50, �2/dfadj � 173.49). Allowing trait factors to correlate
(TLI � .73, �2/dfadj � 93.87) and specifying orthogonal method
factors (TLI � .88, �2/dfadj � 42.34) individually improved the
model notably. Specifying both method factors and correlated
traits rendered the best MTMM model (TLI � .95, �2/dfadj �
17.51). These results combined to suggest that covariation among
trait ratings is partly attributable to common method variance, but
true covariance among trait factors indeed exists.5

Table 5 presents the trait and method factor loadings of the
correlated traits, orthogonal methods (CTOM) model. Trait load-
ings were stronger on average than method loadings (average
�trait � .62 vs. average �method � .44). These findings support
personality’s convergent and discriminant validity. For Agreeable-

ness and Conscientiousness, self and informants have comparable
levels of trait loadings (Agreeableness: �self � .54 and �informant �
.59; Conscientiousness: �self � .59 and �informant � .61), suggest-
ing that self-raters and informant raters converge similarly on these
personality traits. However, self-raters’ trait loadings were stron-
ger than informants’ for Emotional Stability (�trait � .69 vs.
�trait � .60) and Openness (�trait � .66 vs. �trait � .58) but weaker
for Extraversion (�trait � .61 vs. �trait � .68). Emotional Stability
and Openness to Experience are traits low in visibility (trait cues
are more likely to be inwardly held than outwardly expressed),
whereas Extraversion is the trait that is highest in visibility (John
& Robins, 1993). Consistent with Vazire’s (2010) self–observer
knowledge asymmetry (SOKA) model, these findings suggest that
self-ratings serve as better indicators when traits are low in visi-
bility but informants’ ratings are preferred for traits especially high
in visibility.

Table 6 presents correlations between the five trait factors
from the CTOM model (and from the correlated traits, no
methods [CTNM] model for comparison). Factor correlations
from CTOM model ranged from 	 � �.10 to 	 � .29. The
highest correlation is between Extraversion and Openness (	 �
.29), with Emotional Stability also showing modest correlations
with Agreeableness (	 � .26) and Conscientiousness (	 � .18).
Note that these correlations between the Big Five from the
CTOM model are considerably lower than the correlations
observed in previous studies that have used single raters (e.g.,
Digman, 1997; Ones, 1993; van der Linden, Nijenhuis, et al.,
2010). Similarly, the trait factor correlations in the CTOM

5 We controlled for common method variance by specifying orthogonal
method factors (correlated traits, orthogonal methods, or CTOM model)
rather than allowing uniqueness to correlate within raters (correlated traits,
correlated within raters methods, the CTCU model) because the CTOM
model is more parsimonious. In the absence of specific theoretical models
about the relationships of particular traits’ uniquenesses, parsimony is more
appropriate. Compared with the CTCU model, the CTOM model will be
conservative in estimating common method effects and thus may some-
what overestimate trait factor correlations. However, we also tested higher
order factor models controlling for common method with CU rather than
OM factors; the pattern of findings across models were no different.

Table 3
Meta-Analysis Results for Trait Intercorrelations Between Different Informant-Ratings

Variable N K r�obs SDrobs SDres � SD�

Info 1 ES – Info 2 Ex 1,783 7 .03 .00 .00 .04 .00
Info 1 ES – Info 2 OE 1,783 7 .01 .00 .00 .01 .00
Info 1 ES – Info 2 A 1,783 7 .08 .01 .04 .10 .05
Info 1 ES – Info 2 C 1,783 7 .06 .00 .00 .08 .00
Info 1 Ex – Info 2 OE 1,783 7 .06 .00 .00 .08 .00
Info 1 Ex – Info 2 A 1,783 7 .02 .00 .00 .03 .00
Info 1 Ex – Info 2 C 1,783 7 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Info 1 OE – Info 2 A 1,783 7 .02 .00 .00 .02 .00
Info 1 OE – Info 2 C 1,783 7 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Info 1 A – Info 2 C 1,783 7 .05 .00 .00 .06 .00

Note. N � total sample size; K � number of independent samples; Info � informant raters; ES � Emotional Stability; Ex � Extraversion; OE �
Openness to Experience; A � Agreeableness; C � Conscientiousness; r�obs � sample size weighted mean observed correlations; SDrobs � standard deviation
of sample size weighted mean observed correlations; SDres � residual standard deviations in correlations; � � corrected score correlations; SD� � standard
deviation of corrected score correlation.
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model are also smaller than those in the CTNM model where no
method factors are specified. This pattern of findings indicates
that trait correlations decrease considerably when common
method variance in trait ratings is controlled. Hence, studies
using single raters will overestimate trait correlations substan-
tially because trait intercorrelations are severely inflated by
common method bias.

Higher order factor models. Despite this general decrease in
the magnitude of trait factor correlations when method factors are
specified, modest trait factor correlations remained in the CTOM
model. This suggests that the trait correlations observed in the
CTOM model are meaningful and may be the outcome of higher
order trait factors accounting for their covariation. Thus, we ex-
amined more parsimonious models with second-order trait factors
that could account for the remaining trait factor covariation ob-
served in the CTOM model.

GFP model. Based on Rushton’s theory, we first estimated a
model with only one second-order factor (GFP) on which the Big
Five trait factors are all loaded (orthogonal method factors were
also specified). This model is shown graphically in Figure 1B,
delineated by solid and dotted lines. Table 4 shows that this GFP
model yielded markedly worse fit than the CTOM model (TLI �
.91 vs. 95, �2/dfadj � 30.97 vs. 17.51 for GFP and CTOM model,
respectively). The Big Five traits (ES, Ex, OE, A, and C) were not
strongly or consistently loaded on the general factor (�ES � .57,
�Ex � .03, �OE � �.09, �A � .48, and �C � .38), which appeared
more like Stability (Digman’s �) than a true general factor. These
results indicate that a single general factor beyond Big Five traits
does not effectively account for the covariance between Big Five
trait factors.

� and � metatraits model. We next tested whether specifying
two correlated second-order factors can account for trait correla-

Figure 1. Three sets of confirmatory factor-analytic models of Big Five trait ratings from multiple raters:
MTMM (monotrait–monomethod) models (Panel A), higher order factor models (Panel B), and artifact models
(Panel C). OTNM � orthogonal traits, no methods; CTNM � correlated traits, no methods; OTOM �
orthogonal traits, orthogonal methods; CTOM � correlated traits, orthogonal methods; ES � Emotional
Stability; A � Agreeableness; C � Conscientiousness; Ex � Extraversion; OE � Openness to Experience;
Self � self-ratings; O � informant-ratings; GFP � general factor of personality beyond the Big Five; � � alpha
factor beyond Emotional Stability, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness; � � Beta factor beyond Extraversion
and Openness to Experience.
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tions. This model is shown graphically in Figure 1B, specified by
solid and dashed paths. Thus, Emotional Stability, Conscientious-
ness, and Agreeableness were loaded on a second-order Stability
factor labeled as �, and Extraversion and Openness to Experience
were loaded on a Plasticity factor labeled as �. Consistent with
past research (Anusic et al., 2009; DeYoung, 2006), � and �
factors were allowed to correlate, and again we specified self and
informant method factors underlying raters’ trait perceptions. The
original � and � metatraits model yielded a negative residual
variance for the Extraversion trait factor; fixing this error variance
to zero produced a proper solution and resulted in minimal decre-
ments of model fit. The modified � and � metatraits model fit
comparably to the CTOM model (TLI � .95 vs. 95, �2/dfadj �
18.04 vs. 17.51 for � and � metatrait model and CTOM, respec-
tively). These findings suggest that the � and � metatraits model
effectively accounts for the modest correlations that were found
between the Big Five trait factors.

Table 7 presents parameter estimates from the modified � and �
metatraits model. Note that the second-order factor loadings differ
substantially across the Big Five traits. Specifically, � obtained a
strong loading from Emotional Stability (�ES � .67), but rather
weak loadings from Agreeableness (�A � .39) and Conscientious-
ness (�C � .27). Similarly, Extraversion was heavily loaded on �

(�Ex � 1.00), whereas the loading for Openness to Experience was
only �OE � .29. The imbalance denotes that Stability mainly
consists of Emotional Stability, and Plasticity consists mainly of
Extraversion. Note, though, that Agreeableness, Conscientious-
ness, and Openness trait factors each remain markedly distinct
from their second-order trait factors, such that most of the variance
in these three Big Five trait factors is unique variance not associ-
ated with Stability or Plasticity metatrait factors. Past research has
noted these trends for stronger Stability loadings for Emotional
Stability (DeYoung, 2006) and stronger Plasticity loadings for
Extraversion (Markon et al., 2005), but the results observed here
are more pronounced than those previously observed. Thus, al-
though the � and � metatraits model may be effective in modeling
the correlations between trait factors, Stability only has a strong
influence on Emotional Stability, and Plasticity appears entirely
redundant with Extraversion.

Note also that the correlation between Stability and Plasticity
metatrait factors is only 	�� � .12. This correlation is consider-
ably weaker than that reported from previous research (e.g., 	�� �
.45 for DeYoung et al., 2002, and 	�� � .72 for Bäckström,
2007), where researchers have argued for a hierarchical model
with a general factor at the apex subsuming Stability and Plasticity.
Such past studies finding strong correlations between Stability and

Table 5
Factor Loadings for the Correlated Traits, Orthogonal Methods (CTOM) Model

Rater/trait

Traits Methods

ES Ex OE A C Self Info 1 & 2

Self
ES .69 .62
Ex .61 .41
OE .66 .36
A .54 .54
C .59 .60

Info 1 & 2
ES .60 .30
Ex .68 .21
OE .58 .40
A .59 .50
C .61 .38

Mean .65 .65 .62 .57 .60 .51 .36

Note. ES � Emotional Stability; Ex � Extraversion; OE � Openness to Experience; A � Agreeableness; C �
Conscientiousness; Self � self-ratings; Info 1 & 2 � informant ratings.

Table 6
Big Five Trait Factors Intercorrelations for the Correlated Traits, Orthogonal Methods (CTOM)
Model and Correlated Traits, No Methods (CTNM) Model

Trait ES Ex OE A C

ES — .22 .14 .45 .39
Ex .11 — .39 .21 .09
OE �.01 .29 — .19 .04
A .26 .07 .00 — .37
C .18 �.04 �.10 .13 —

Note. Correlations from CTNM model are above the diagonal, while correlations from CTOM model are below
the diagonal. ES � Emotional Stability; Ex � Extraversion; OE � Openness to Experience; A � Agreeableness;
C � Conscientiousness.
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Plasticity have typically relied on single raters, whereas the
Stability–Plasticity correlation from multirater studies has been
markedly weaker (e.g., DeYoung, 2006, where 	�� � .07). Our
meta-analytic MTMM approach in the current study bolsters the
findings from these multirater studies that the correlation between
Stability and Plasticity is drastically reduced once common
method variance is controlled. Given the relative orthogonality of
Stability and Plasticity—along with the poor fit of the GFP
model—these results indicate that there is little possibility that a
meaningful general factor of personality lies beyond the Big Five
traits.

Given that Stability and Plasticity metatraits are dominated by
Emotional Stability and Extraversion, respectively, we considered
the possibility that Stability is simply Emotional Stability (which
has causal effects on Conscientiousness and Agreeableness) and
that Plasticity is simply Extraversion (which has a causal effect on
Openness). This logic is consistent with Markon et al.’s (2005)
notion that the Five Factor Model is an unbalanced hierarchy, with
some traits (like Emotional Stability) existing at higher levels of
abstraction than others. Accordingly, we tested a model with
Emotional Stability predicting Conscientiousness and Agreeable-
ness and with Extraversion predicting Openness to Experience
(referred to as the unbalanced Big Five hierarchy model). Inter-
estingly, this model fit almost as well as the � and � metatraits
model (TLI � .95 vs.95, �2/dfadj � 19.45 versus 18.04 for unbal-
anced hierarchy model and � and � metatraits model, respec-
tively). The causal paths were not particularly strong, though
(�C–ES � .20, �A–ES � .26, and �OE–Ex � .29), but were close to
the paths from � and � in the � and � metatraits model. Given the
strong and comparable fit of this model, the extent to which
Stability and Plasticity are meaningfully distinct from Emotional
Stability and Extraversion warrants further investigation.

� and � artifacts models. Finally, we consider one addi-
tional manifestation of Stability and Plasticity. Previous research
(Biesanz & West, 2004; McCrae et al., 2008) argued that Stability
and Plasticity might act as method artifacts within raters rather
than (or in addition to) reflecting substantive factors across raters.
For example, each rater might have a separate � artifact factor that
is uncorrelated across raters, as well as a � artifact factor that is
uncorrelated across raters. Such �/� artifact factors would reflect
implicit personality theories that raters use when providing per-
sonality ratings rather than “true” Stability and Plasticity metatraits
because the �/� artifacts are orthogonal across raters. To further
explore whether Big Five trait covariance is due to higher order
factors, separate rater artifacts, or both, we tested several artifact
models.

We adjusted the OTOM model such that each method factor was
split into two method factors. For example, the self method factor
was divided into two separate, correlated method factors: self �
underlay self ES, self A, and self C, and self � captured self Ex and
self OE. It is interesting that when Big Five trait factors were kept
orthogonal (shown graphically in Figure 1C, with only solid paths
specified), fit statistics improved beyond the OTOM model. How-
ever, allowing trait factors to correlate beyond two separate
method factors further improved model (Figure 1C, specified by
solid and dotted paths). These results suggest method artifacts may
be better conceptualized as two separate � and � artifacts arising
from raters’ implicit personality theories, yet trait intercorrelations
remained even after method artifacts were separated into two
artifact factors. Again, specifying a general factor (GFP) beyond
Big Five failed to account for trait covariance, but introducing two
second-order factors (� and � metatraits) did (TLI � .98, �2/
dfadj � 8.53).

Table 7
Factor Loadings for � and � Metatraits (Modified) Model

Rater/trait

Big Five traits Methods Metatraits

ES Ex OE A C Self Info 1 & 2 � �

Self
ES .70 .63
Ex .60 .40
OE .65 .32
A .54 .56
C .58 .59

Info 1 & 2
ES .60 .30
Ex .69 .21
OE .59 .35
A .59 .56
C .62 .34

Traits
ES .67
A .39
C .27
Ex 1.00
OE .29

Mean .65 .65 .62 .57 .60 .50 .35 .44 .65

Note. ES � Emotional Stability; Ex � Extraversion; OE � Openness to Experience; A � Agreeableness; C � Conscientiousness; � � alpha factor
beyond Emotional Stability, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness; � � beta factor beyond Extraversion and Openness to Experience.
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Table 8 presents parameter estimates of � and � metatraits �
artifact model. Emotional Stability (�ES� .66) and Extraversion
(�Ex� 1.00) remained the predominant component of Stability and
Plasticity metatraits, respectively, with the remaining Big Five
traits receiving substantially weaker loadings. In general, infor-
mant perceptions have smaller loadings on � and � artifacts than
self-rater perceptions (�: �informant � .41 compared with �self �
.62; �: �informant � .40 compared with �self � .63). Thus self-raters
rely more on implicit personality theories that high Emotional
Stability is associated with high Agreeableness and high Consci-
entiousness, while low Extraversion is aligned with low Openness
to Experience. In contrast, informants use more general response
tendencies, such as giving high ratings to all personality traits
when they have a generally positive impression of the target. This
finding aligns with the fact that informant ratings yielded larger
correlations between� and � artifacts than self-ratings (	 � .63 vs.
	 � .42). Because informants rely more on general response
tendencies, the two method artifacts (� and �) tend to share more
common variance.

To further evaluate the possibility of an unbalanced hierarchy
accounting for the correlations between the Big Five, we replaced
the � and � metatraits in the � and � meta-traits � artifacts model
with Emotional Stability predicting Conscientiousness and Agree-
ableness and Extraversion predicting Openness to Experience.
This unbalanced Big Five hierarchy model fit slightly worse than
the � and � metatraits � artifact model (TLI � .97 vs .98,
�2/dfadj � 12.24 vs. 8.53) but was more parsimonious. The causal
paths were generally weak (�C � .18; �A � .24; �OE � .19) and
were slightly weaker than Agreeableness, Conscientiousness,
and Openness’s loadings on their respective �/� factors from the
� and � metatrait � artifacts model. Thus, the general findings

about whether higher order factors subsume the Big Five are
generally unaffected if the method factors are separated into cor-
related � and � artifact components.

Examining Rater Intimacy as a Meta-Analytic
Moderator

Collectively, the three sets of models led to the following
findings: (a) trait rating intercorrelations largely stem from com-
mon method variance, but the Big Five traits remain modestly
correlated; (b) two separate method factors captured the trait
covariance better than a single method factors; (c) the GFP does
not account well for the covariance of the Big Five; (d) � and �
metatraits may exist, but they are large redundant with Emotional
Stability and Extraversion, respectively. Although variability
around meta-analytic mean correlations was generally small for
HTHM correlations, we wanted to ensure that the findings ob-
served were robust even when informant correlations were sub-
grouped on high versus low intimacy with the target.

DeYoung (2006) argued that Biesanz and West (2004) observed
extremely weak Big Five correlations due to low interrater reli-
ability across informants. Normally, ratings from intimate infor-
mants (such as spouse, family members, friends, and so on) pro-
duce higher interrater reliability than ratings from less intimate
raters (Connelly & Ones, 2010; Funder & Colvin, 1988; Geeza,
Connelly & Chang, 2010,). Therefore, we created a subgroup
incorporating only intimate raters (i.e., family members, friends,
and roommates) and compared the meta-analyses and CFA results
with the whole sample (CFA results shown in Table 9). The
intimate-rater group demonstrated highly consistent findings with
the whole sample across CFA models. Correlating trait factors and

Table 8
Factor Loadings for � and � Metatraits � Artifact (Modified) Model

Rater/trait

Big Five traits � artifact � artifact Metatrait

ES Ex OE A C Self Info 1 & 2 Self Info 1 & 2 � �

Self
ES .69 .66 —
Ex .56 — .72
OE .59 — .54
A .54 .56 —
C .57 .64 —

Info 1 & 2
ES .60 .30 —
Ex .70 — .26
OE .61 — .53
A .59 .58 —
C .62 .35 —

Traits
ES .66
A .39
C .24
Ex 1.00
OE .19

Mean .65 .63 .60 .57 .60 .62 .41 .63 .40 .43 .60

Note. ES � Emotional Stability; Ex � Extraversion; OE � Openness to Experience; A � Agreeableness; C � Conscientiousness; � Artifact � alpha
factor within raters; � Artifact � beta factor within raters; � � alpha factor beyond Emotional Stability, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness; � � beta
factor beyond Extraversion and Openness to Experience.
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specifying method factors was necessary to improve model fit,
such that the CTOM model was the best classic MTMM model
(TLI � .97, �2/dfadj � 5.58). Specifying � and � metatraits
accounted for the correlations between trait factors, whereas spec-
ifying a general factor of personality did not. Both a substantive
(across raters) and an artifactual (within-rater) component were
identified for Stability and Plasticity, as evident by the strong fit of
the � and � metatraits � artifacts model (TLI � .98, �2/dfadj �
4.97).

Discussion

The primary aims of the present study were to estimate the
magnitude of covariance between Big Five traits and to disentan-
gle two rival perspectives accounting for such covariation. This
study has implications for both understanding the theoretical struc-
ture of personality and for measuring personality across many
areas of psychology. We discuss these implications in turn.

Implications for Understanding the Theoretical
Structure of Personality

The long-standing debate regarding whether the covariation
among Big Five trait ratings is driven by method artifacts or higher
order factors has major implications for considering which traits
are broadest and most fundamental. Specifically, if the Big Five
traits intercorrelations are caused by common method bias (i.e.,
response tendencies within raters), the Big Five are very likely to
represent the most fundamental and most abstract personality

dimensions on which people differ. In contrast, if the Big Five are
truly correlated traits with higher order factors, the higher level
traits may reflect more fundamental aspects of personality war-
ranting explorations of their biological, developmental, and evo-
lutionary bases.

Our results indicate that the Big Five trait correlations originate
in large part from artifactual common method variance. This is
evident in observing (a) stronger trait correlations within raters
(HTMM) than trait correlations across raters (HTHM), (b) im-
proved model fit when method factors are specified in CFA
models, and (c) strong loadings of the trait perceptions on method
factors. The fact that method factors inflate trait intercorrelations
underscores the absolute necessity of using a multimethod (rater)
approach to investigating personality’s higher order structure.
When studies use a single rater for each target (e.g., Digman, 1997;
Musek, 2007; Rushton & Irwing, 2009), trait intercorrelations will
be substantially overestimated. Hence, though proponents of both
the � and � metatraits model and the GFP model can undoubtedly
cite impressively lengthy lists of studies purportedly showing
higher order factors to underlie the Big Five, we caution against
lending much weight to those studies that have not used a multi-
method (and preferably a multirater) approach.

Even after accounting for the influence of common method bias,
our study found that some weak correlations (generally, � .20)
remained among Big Five trait factors. When we examined
whether GFP or � and � models accounted for this covariance
among the Big Five factors, our results strongly and consistently
indicated that the GFP model was not plausible. Models loading

Table 9
Confirmatory Factor Analysis Model Fit Indices (Whole Sample vs. Subgroups)

Factor model

Whole sample High-intimacy raters

TLI �2/dfadj TLI �2/dfadj

MTMM model
OTNM .50 173.49 .62 55.43
CTNM .73 93.87 �.82 27.40
OTOM .88 43.34 �.91 14.37
CTOM .95 17.51 �.97 5.58

Higher order factor model
GFP (OM) .91 30.97 �.93 10.86
� and � metatraits �.95 18.04 �.96 7.39
Unbalanced Big Five hierarchy (OM) .95 19.45 .95 7.74

Artifact models
Artifact � and � (OT) �.93 24.11 �.94 9.56
Artifact � and � (CT) .98 7.44 �.98 3.24
GFP � � and � artifact .97 12.80 �.97 5.28
� and � metatraits � artifact �.98 8.53 �.97 4.65
Unbalanced Big Five hierarchy (� and � artifact) .97 12.24 �.97 5.73

Note. �2 � Chi-square statistics; dfadj � degrees of freedom adjusted for model constraints and matrix redundancy; �2/dfadj � relative chi square; TLI �
Tucker–Lewis index; MTMM � multitrait–multimethod; OTNM � orthogonal traits, no methods; CTNM � correlated traits, no methods; OTOM �
orthogonal traits, orthogonal methods; CTOM � correlated traits, orthogonal methods; � and � metatraits (modified) � � and � higher order factors beyond
Big Five with orthogonal methods (Ex disturbance variance fixed to be 0); GFP (OM) � a single general factor beyond Big Five (with orthogonal methods);
Artifact � and � (OT) � artifact � and � factors within raters (with orthogonal traits); Artifact � and � (CT) � � and � factors within raters (with correlated
traits); GFP � � and � artifact � a single general factor beyond Big Five with artifact � and � factors within raters; � and � metatraits � artifact
(modified) � � and � higher order factors beyond Big Five with artifact � and � factors within each information source (Ex disturbance variance fixed
to be 0); Unbalanced Big Five hierarchy (OM) � orthogonal methods and Big Five traits (ES predicted A and C, while Ex predicted OE); Unbalanced Big
Five Hierarchy (� and � artifact) � artifact � and � factors within raters and Big Five traits (ES predicted A and C, while Ex predicted OE). Models marked
with asterisk (�) yielded negative error variances for one or more variables. Fixing them to 0 afforded a proper solution without markedly changing the
model fit.
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the Big Five trait factors on a common GFP factor showed marked
decreases in fit compared with models with the trait factors freely
correlating, and the loadings of the Big Five trait factors on the
GFP factor were generally weak. Even in � and � models, the
correlation between Stability and Plasticity metatraits was gener-
ally less than 	 � .15, leaving little room for a general factor. The
findings observed here stand in stark contrast to a number of
studies (e.g., Bäckström et al., 2009; Erdle, Irwing, Rushton, &
Park, 2010; Musek, 2007) and meta-analyses (Rushton & Irwing,
2008; van der Linden, Nijenhuis, et al., 2010) that have found a
general factor to underlie the Big Five. However, most of these
studies have used a single rater, and the general factor identified in
these studies more likely corresponds to the strong method factors
we observed than to one superordinate personality factor. Under-
standing the sources of this common method variance represents
important directions for studying personality measurement and
person perception. However, notions that “a single, harmonized
superfactor” (Rushton & Irwing, 2008, p. 679) underlies all per-
sonality traits (and other individual differences like intelligence,
longevity, sexuality, and fecundity) to determine evolutionary fit-
fulness are not supported in the present multitrait–multimethod
meta-analysis. Although some personality psychologists have
strongly vocalized concerns about GFP research (e.g., de Vries,
2011; Revelle, Wilt, & Condon, 2010), finding that the GFP is
artifactual is especially pertinent for the many fields of psychology
beginning research on how studying the Five Factors can be
complemented by research on a supposed GFP.

In contrast, our findings showed that the � and � model was one
plausible theoretical model consistent with the pattern of intercor-
relations. Across all measurement models and moderator analyses,
� and � models fit about as well as models in which Big Five traits
were allowed to freely intercorrelate. These findings indicate that
two relatively independent metatrait factors can parsimoniously
account for the correlations among the Big Five traits, even after
common method variance is controlled. However, Stability and
Plasticity did not have uniformly strong factor loadings from their
subordinate Big Five traits: Stability was mainly defined by Emo-
tional Stability, whereas Plasticity tended to be defined by Extra-
version. Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Openness to Ex-
perience only moderately loaded on Stability and Plasticity factors.
Thus, these traits’ placement in personality’s nomological net will
be driven more by their unique variance than by variance associ-
ated with a higher order metatrait. Indeed, when we specified
models in which no Stability or Plasticity metatraits were speci-
fied, but instead causal paths were drawn from Emotional Stability
to Conscientiousness and Agreeableness and from Extraversion to
Openness, these more parsimonious models fit nearly as well as
both the correlated trait models and the � and � models. It is not
surprising that Emotional Stability and Extraversion would stand
out among the Big Five: some manifestation of these traits appears
in nearly all trait theories (e.g., Eysenck, 1970; Tellegen & Waller,
2008), and Extraversion and Emotional Stability generally reach
the highest in Markon et al.’s (2005) hierarchical integration of
normal and abnormal trait theories. However, our results indicate
that Stability may be nothing more than Emotional Stability, and
Plasticity may be nothing more than Extraversion.

Of course, evaluating the redundancy of hierarchically orga-
nized constructs is a thornier issue beyond factor analytic solu-
tions. Whereas testing nested CFA models is an especially useful

tool for examining whether theoretical models will fail to account
for a pattern of observed correlations (as was the case with the
GFP models), finding strong fit for a model indicates that it is one
plausible model among a (potentially) larger set of plausible mod-
els (Kline, 2005; Raykov & Marcoulides, 2001). Fully evaluating
construct redundancy necessarily entails comparing the nomolog-
ical net in which the two proposed constructs lie (Cronbach &
Meehl, 1955). That is, if Stability is meaningfully different from
Emotional Stability and Plasticity is meaningfully different from
Extraversion, each metatrait should show different patterns of
correlations with at least some external variables other than those
observed for their dominant Big Five trait. In addition, at least
some of the genetic, developmental, and biological causes and
behavioral, emotional, and cognitive outcomes of Conscientious-
ness, Agreeableness, and Openness should stem from Stability and
Plasticity. So far, only two studies have directly examined the
predictive validity of Stability and Plasticity, finding that Stability
and Plasticity predicted externalizing behavior (DeYoung, Peter-
son, Séguin, & Tremblay, 2008) and the constraint and engage-
ment of behaviors (Hirsh et al., 2009). However, these models did
not test whether Stability and Plasticity predict above and beyond
the Big Five traits (and beyond Emotional Stability and Extraver-
sion especially). Though it remains to be seen how redundant the
nomological nets are of Stability with Emotional Stability and
Plasticity with Extraversion, findings from the present study sug-
gest that the construct overlap is substantial enough that differen-
tial prediction in multirater studies may be minimal.

Finding only modest trait factor intercorrelations and generally
weak effects of metatraits sends a positive message for a field that,
for the past 20 years, has organized and reported findings at the
level of the Big Five. Our results show that most of the trait
variance in each of the five factors is unique to each trait. This
uniqueness places an upper limit on the extent to which the Big
Five may stem from common causes and indicates that most of the
Big Five’s predictions comes from traits’ unique rather than shared
variance. Thus, although the Big Five may have some modest
causal effects on one another (e.g., Emotional Stability affecting
Conscientiousness), studying personality at the level of the five
factors is likely to be more fruitful than at the level of higher order
factors.

Implications for Collecting and Using Personality
Measures

In addition to having implications for how the structure of
personality traits should be conceptualized, these results provide
information about how personality inventories satisfy fundamental
tenets of measurement. This study has confirmed robust conver-
gent and discriminant validity of personality ratings across rating
sources. This is reflected by finding (a) stronger MTHM correla-
tions than HTMM and HTHM correlations and (b) heavy loadings
of raters’ trait perceptions on trait factors. This is a fundamental
message for all domains that use personality measures for research
or practical purposes. Finding that trait ratings correspond across
raters essentially suggests that personality measures effectively
capture the intended traits. Such results offer researchers and
practitioners confidence in using personality measures in wide-
ranging contexts.
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As encouraging as convergent and discriminant validity is, the
results also show clear evidence that personality ratings from a
single rater generally is partly contaminated by common method
bias. Common method bias blurs the distinction between different
traits, thereby inflating trait intercorrelations. That is, trait ratings
from a single rater are not solely an indication of true standing of
the target’s personality traits, but also bias from the rater’s re-
sponse tendencies. One approach researchers and practitioners can
use to minimize common method bias is soliciting personality
ratings from multiple raters. When personality ratings are averaged
across multiple raters, the variance in ratings shared across raters
(i.e., trait factors) increases, whereas the variance idiosyncratic to
individual raters (i.e., method factors) declines. Hence, using mul-
tiple ratings provides a way to attenuate contamination from
method factors and increase convergence among different raters.
In addition, our meta-analyses of HTMM correlations showed
moderate variability around mean correlations, suggesting that
some study-level moderators (e.g., type of sample or inventory
used) affect method variance saturation. Similar variability has
been observed in others’ meta-analyses of self-report HTMM
correlations (Mount et al., 2005; van der Linden, Nijenhuis, et al.,
2010). Systematic study of these moderators is an important di-
rection for future research that will also permit informed compar-
ison of the method variance of self-reports vs. observer reports of
personality.

In addition, inspecting trait and method loadings provides more
insight into trait characteristics. Compared with self-raters, infor-
mants have stronger trait loadings on Extraversion but weaker
loadings on Emotional Stability and Openness to Experience. The
latter two traits, Emotional Stability and Openness to Experience,
are recognized as low-visibility traits. Framed another way, infor-
mants have little access to seeing to what extent a person is
Emotionally Stable or Open to Experience. By contrast, Extraver-
sion is a highly visible trait, and accordingly informants can give
even more accurate Extraversion ratings than self-raters. Thus, the
advantages for self-raters vs. informant raters may depend on the
trait being rated. While informant ratings have advantages in rating
highly visible traits (i.e., Extraversion), self-raters have advantages
in rating traits of low visibility (i.e., Openness to Experience).

One interesting finding of this study is that Stability and Plas-
ticity also reflect implicit personality theories that raters use when
giving personality ratings. Finding the influence of these implicit
personality theories in our study is consistent with McCrae et al.’s
(2008) findings that self-raters and informants both use cognitive
schemas to cluster traits together. Interestingly, our results showed
that the � and � artifact factors were more distinct for self-raters
than for informants, suggesting that the common method variance
of self-raters may contain more implicit personality theories,
whereas method variance for informants may simply reflect more
general response tendencies. However, finding such implicit per-
sonality theories suggests that it will be fruitful for personality
researchers to explore mechanisms that encourage respondents to
rely less on these implicit personality theories when responding.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research

In weighing the conclusions about personality structure and
factors affecting personality measurement, several limitations
should be borne in mind. First, we used CFA to aid interpretations

of our meta-analytic MTMM correlation matrix. CFA and SEM
were developed to analyze covariance matrices rather than corre-
lation matrices. Cudeck (1989) noted from Monte Carlo studies
that using correlation matrices rather than covariance matrices can
potentially alter the form of the model’s structure, misestimate
omnibus test statistics, and misestimate standard errors. However,
because our meta-analysis combined data from many studies—
across which the measurement scales used varied widely—meta-
analyzing covariance matrices would not be practical or meaning-
ful. This problem is faced by all meta-analytic CFA/SEM studies
(e.g., Bowler & Woehr, 2006; Colquitt et al., 2000; Verhaeghen &
Salthouse, 1997). Thus, the large sample sizes and more accurate
parameter estimates afforded by using meta-analytic data generally
come with the trade-off of having to use correlation matrices rather
than covariance matrices. Fortunately, research using actual data
have generally demonstrated that SEM solutions remained robust
regardless of whether correlation or covariance matrices were used
(Hom et al., 1992; Tett & Meyer, 1993). However, future research
with especially large samples might explore whether analysis of
covariance matrices afford the same conclusions as those drawn
here.

Second, we specified the method factors in our CFA models to
be orthogonal across raters. Thus, we assumed that the response
tendencies of one particular rater are independent from those of
another rater and that any correspondence across raters would be
the result of true trait correlations rather than correlated response
tendencies. We chose to keep method factors orthogonal across
raters because there was substantive theoretical reasons to expect
raters’ general method factors to correlate (i.e., GFP theory);
specifying method factor correlations across raters could have
potentially underestimated the correlations between trait factors
and the effects of a substantive general factor. However, emerging
research has shown that response tendencies of raters are not
distributed randomly throughout social networks; rather, individ-
uals who tend to rate themselves leniently tend to have informant
raters who rate leniently (Srivastava, Guglielmo, & Beer, 2010),
suggesting that method factors might not truly be orthogonal
across raters. To the extent that method factors are indeed corre-
lated, the trait factor intercorrelations and loadings on higher level
factors will be overestimates.

Third, and as discussed above, the present study focused exclu-
sively on the covariance among personality ratings to draw con-
clusions about the presence of higher order factors beyond the Big
Five. However, the factor analytic approach in the present study is
one of several components of modeling and defining the person-
ality sphere (Block, 1995a, 1995b; McAdams, 1992). Thus, re-
search on higher order metatraits should also be informed about
whether the set or subset of Big Five traits has some common
genetic, neurological,or developmental basis and whether they
predict a common set of behavioral, attitudinal, emotional, or
cognitive outcomes. In addition, if support for these metatraits
emerges, researchers should also develop, validate, and conduct
research using direct indicators of these metatraits.

Finally, Ashton et al. (2009) illustrated the possibility of
blended variables as an alternative interpretation of Big Five trait
intercorrelations. These blended variables are loaded on multiple
factors, which essentially represent measures of compound traits.
While we acknowledge the plausibility of blended variables, ex-
plicitly addressing this question is beyond the methodological and
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analytic capability of the current study. We particularly excluded
compound traits when coding studies to keep our database clean,
yet future studies would offer more insights with respect to how
pervasive blended variables exist among existing personality in-
ventories and the influence they exert on inflating trait correla-
tions.

Conclusion

Though multirater studies have produced apparently discrepant
patterns of findings over the past decade about the existence of a
higher order factor structure above the Big Five, the present
meta-analytic integration affords the field with several general
conclusions. First, the Big Five are not truly orthogonal traits,
though common method (rater) variance does substantially inflate
the correlations between Big Five trait ratings. Second, Rushton’s
general factor of personality does not well account for the pattern
of Big Five correlations, but Digman/DeYoung’s Stability and
Plasticity factors represent one viable theoretical model. However,
our findings suggest that the discriminant validity of Stability from
Emotional Stability and Plasticity from Extraversion may be du-
bious, and future research should examine whether the nomolog-
ical nets of these proposed metatraits can be disentangled from that
of their dominant Big Five trait. Such research on the structure of
personality is critical as it will ultimately inform the way person-
ality traits are conceptualized, studied, and applied across an
assortment of psychology’s subdisciplines.
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Correction to Chang, Connelly, and Geeza (2011)

In the article “Separating Method Factors and Higher Order Traits of the Big Five: A Meta-Analytic
Multitrait–Multimethod Approach,” by Luye Chang, Brian S. Connelly, and Alexis A. Geeza
(Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Advance online publication, October 3, 2011. doi:
10.1037/a0025559), in the Discussion section, the authors state “So far, only two studies have
directly examined the predictive validity of Stability and Plasticity, finding that Stability and
Plasticity predicted externalizing behavior (DeYoung, Peterson, Séguin, & Tremblay, 2008) and the
constraint and engagement of behaviors (Hirsh et al., 2009). However, these models did not test
whether Stability and Plasticity predict above and beyond the Big Five traits (and beyond Emotional
Stability and Extraversion especially).”

However, in listing behaviors significantly predicted by Stability and Plasticity, Hirsh, DeYoung
and Peterson (2009) omitted any behaviors from this list for which the path from Stability/Plasticity
became insignificant after individually controlling for each Big Five trait. Thus, analyses by Hirsh
et al. effectively examine prediction stemming uniquely from the meta-trait level rather than the Big
Five level.
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